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ABSTRACT  
This paper demonstrates three different SAS® procedures for creating graphs. For illustration purposes, the bubble 
plot, which is created by these procedures, shows the ratio of broadband users (DSL, Cable, Other) ranked by 
population ("List of countries").  The three procedures are SAS/Graph - GPLOT, Statistical Graphics (SG) – SGPLOT 
and Graphics Template Language (GTL) – PROC TEMPLATE with SGRENDER. This paper will discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages between each one.  Based on the comparisons, it recommends which procedure 
should be used to create a similar graph. 

INTRODUCTION 
SAS® version 9.3 offers a wealthy collection of procedures to create graphs.  A similar graph can be created by using 
the traditional SAS/GRAPH procedures, or the relatively new and easy to use Statistical Graphics (SG) procedures, 
or the more complex and flexible Graphics Template Language (GTL).   

SAS makes graph creation easy as long as you know which procedure to use.  SAS offers several different ways to 
complete this task.  Well, why do I want to use SAS, you might ask? Why don’t I just plot the data in Excel or another 
program? That’s because, by using SAS to create graphs, you automate the programming process, reduce errors 
from mistyping; create consistent and easy to understand graphics that you can insert into any presentation.  By 
using SAS, the graphs can be re-generated when input data changes.  Furthermore using SAS to create graphs 
makes presenting data fun. 

STATISTICAL GRAPHICS PROCEDURES 

 
Figure 1. Graph created using SG procedures 

Figure 1 was created using Statistical Graphics (SG) procedures. SG procedures begin with SG prefix, e.g. SGPLOT, 
SGSCATTER and SGPANEL.  This procedure is available in SAS Version 9.2 and later.  When creating Figure 1, 
three different plots were layered on top of one another.  
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1. A bubble plot was used to display the online population that is using ‘DSL’, ‘Cable’ or ‘Other’. The size of the 
bubble is proportional to the ratio of technology used for that country. 

2. To make it visually more appealing, a needle plot was used to plot up to the highest value thus taking on the 
appearance of reference lines in the graph. 

3. A scatter plot is used for the data values along the bottom of the graph. Instead of using symbol characters, 
the MARKERCHAR option takes the data values from the dataset and places them on the graph. 

In the previous example, it is advantageous that the data values are automatically plotted using the MARKERCHAR 
option. Therefore if the data ever changes, you only need to rerun the program, and the integrity of the graph 
remains. If a change in the appearance of the graph is desired, you can use SG to layer any other types of graphs, 
including histograms, bar charts, series plots and step plots. 

Tip: I drew opaque bubbles after the needle plot to cover the line inside the bubble 
proc sgplot data=broaddata noautolegend;  

   needle x=country y=maxnum /lineattrs=(color=grey) transparency=.8 ; 
   bubble x=country y=num size=size/group=type fill FILLATTRS=(color=white); 
   bubble x=country y=num size=size/group=type fill transparency=.4 name='a'; 
   xaxis display=all label=' ' fitpolicy=stagger; 
   yaxis label='Percent Penetration' offsetmin=.17; 
   scatter x=country y=online/ markerchar=total y2axis  ; 
   y2axis  offsetmax=.87 label=' ' display=none;  
   refline label /label labelpos=min axis=y2 LINEATTRS = (thickness=0) ; 
   keylegend 'a'/ location=inside position=topright noborder title=''; 
   footnote1 height=1 justify=left color=grey "Countries ranked by population. Bubble size is the ratio of  

    broadband technology / Country's total online population"; 

SAS/GRAPH GPLOT PROCEDURES 

 
Figure 2. Graph created using SAS Graph procedures 

SAS/Graph procedures are the traditional methods for 
creating graphs. It has been available in SAS since 
Version 6. To create a similar graph using SAS/Graph 
procedures requires use of the Annotate Facility.  
Figure 2 has two bubble statements to plot ‘DSL’, 
‘Cable’. The annotation dataset is created by using the 
%ANNOMAC macro to draw the ‘Other’, data labels, 
the line plot and legend.  The disadvantage of using 
this method is that every time data changes, you will 
have to manually update the annotation dataset which 
could lead to errors. The annotation dataset below 
contained seventy-six observations. 
axis1 label=none value=(angle=0) offset=(5,5) 
order=('China' 'USA' 'Japan' 'Germany' 'France' 
'UK' 'South Korea' 'Russia' 'Brazil' 'India' 
'Italy' 'Mexico' 'Spain' 'Canada' 'Turkey')width=1; 
axis2 order=(0 to 50 by 10)label=none offset=(3,3) 

major=(height=1.5) minor=(height=1) width=1; 
symbol1 interpol=Needle  value=none  line=1 
color=black; legend value=(color=blue height=1); 
 
proc gplot data=broaddata anno=anno; 
bubble  dsl*country=dsize  /haxis=axis1 
vaxis=axis2  

  bfill=solid bcolor=blue dataorder;  
  bubble2 cable*country=csize/haxis=axis1      
  vaxis=axis2  
  bfill=solid bcolor=pink dataorder noaxis;   
run; 

%annomac 
data anno; length function color style $8; 
%system(4,2)/*System Coordinates*/ 
%line(5,0,109.5,0,V07900BB,1,1);/*Horizontal  

Reference Line*/ 
%line(10,0,10,6.3,V07900BB,1,1);/*China Vertical  

Reference Line*/ 
%label(10,-1,'116.7',purple, 0,0,1,ariel);/*China  

Total   
Subscribers*/ 

%label(10,-3,'7.7',purple, 0,0,1,ariel);/*China  
Population 
Online*/ 

%line(16.8,0,16.8,14.6,V07900BB,1,1);/*USA Vertical  
Reference Line*/ 

%label(16.8,-1,'83.3',purple, 0,0,1,ariel);/*USA  
Total 
Subscribers*/ 

%label(16.8,-3,'27.2',purple, 0,0,1,ariel);/*USA  
Population 
Online*/ 

%slice(16.8,1.7,pie,360,.5,green,solid,1);/*USA  
other*/ 

%slice(97,49,pie,360,.5,pink,solid,1);/*DSL  
Legend Label*/ 

%label(102,49,'DSL',purple, 0,0,1,ariel); 
%slice(97,47,pie,360,.5,blue,solid,1);/*Cable  

Legend Label*/ 
%label(102,47,'Cable',purple, 0,0,1,ariel); 
%slice(97,45,pie,360,.5,green,solid,1);/*Other  

Legend Label*/ 
%label(102,45,'Other',purple, 0,0,1,ariel); 

run;
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Figure 3. The annotation dataset. 

Tip: X-axis tick values look much nicer horizontal 

GRAPHICS TEMPLATE LANGUAGE PROCEDURES 
The graph below was created with the Graphics Template Language (GTL), which is available in SAS Version 9.2 or 
later. Figure 4 uses the LAYOUT OVERLAY option for the bubble and needle plot. I used the INNERMARGIN option 
to plot the data values in a BLOCKPLOT. 

GTL is a very powerful tool that can create robust and complex graphs. There are options to overlay different graphs 
including those with different axes. You can control every attribute, color and label in the output. The only 
disadvantage being that it is not as simple as using SG procedures. There is a slight learning curve but once you 
understand GTL, you will have complete control to display your information with graphs. 
proc template;   
define statgraph bubbly; 
    begingraph; 
       entrytitle 'Ratio of Broadband Users by Country and Population Penetration';               
        layout overlay / xaxisopts=( label=' ') 

yaxisopts=(griddisplay=on gridattrs=(color=lightgray pattern=dot) 
offsetmin=0.05 label='Percentage Penetration'); 

bubbleplot x=country y=num size=size/name ='bubble' dataskin=sheen  group=type  
  datatransparency=0.3; 

  needleplot  x=country y=maxnum/lineattrs=(color=grey); 
   innermargin; 
       blockplot x=country block=total / display=( values label)  

class=online repeatedvalues=true valuevalign=center valuehalign=start; 
   endinnermargin; 
    discretelegend 'bubble' /across=3 border=false location=inside halign=right  

   valign=top; 
    endlayout; 
    endgraph; 
end; run; 
proc sgrender data=broaddata 
template="bubbly"; 
run; 

Figure 4. Graph created using GTL procedures 
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Tip: The create the labels for on the Y2 axis in the SG Figure and the GTL figure, I created another variable ‘Online’ 
see Appendix for dataset. 

CONCLUSION  
In general, a user should use SG procedures as much as possible to achieve the desired graphic presentation, since 
SG procedures are quick and easy to learn in order to produce professional looking graphs.  There are limitations 
within SG procedures.  A user will be able to create more complex graphs by using GTL with the SGRENDER 
procedure.  Although there is steep learning curve of GTL, it is well worth the time investment.  There are so many 
possibilities in GTL, which is outside the scope of this paper.  Another advantage of GTL is that a user defined 
template can be used to generate graphs from different source data by using SGRENDER procedure.  SAS/GRAPH 
procedures are still good alternatives, if the user already has SAS macros set up to generate common graphs. 

So which method is the right one for you? Well, that depends on which version of SAS you are working with. If you 
have SAS 9.1 or earlier, you have no choice but to use SAS Graph Procedures. If you have SAS 9.2 or later you 
have two additional options. You can choose between SG Procedures or GTL. If you really want to get a grasp of 
creating graphs and really enjoy a good challenge every now and then, try GTL. If you are on a deadline and just 
need to get it done, use SG Procedures. Either way you will have a beautiful graph in the end.  
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APPENDIX 
The following dataset below was used in the SG and GTL figure 

 
 

The following dataset below was used in the GPLOT figure 
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